ISNCC 2019 Quick Tips
General:




For public transportation in Istanbul you need to get an “Istanbul Kart”. You can get them from
automated machines for approximately 1 Euro and deposit some Money in it (Single bus or metro
ride is less than 0.5 Euro). Automated machines have English menu.
There are also minibuses in Istanbul and they only take money (app. 0.5 Euro).
If you take taxi make sure that the driver uses its taximeter.

Conference venue:
ISNCC 2019 will be held in Nişantaşı University - Maslak 1453 NeoTech Campus.
The campus is very close Maslak which is one of the business centers in Istanbul. Nişantaşı University Maslak 1453 NeoTech Campus is located in a luxurious business and living complex called Maslak1453
Reaching the conference venue:
The easiest way to reach Nişantaşı University - Maslak 1453 NeoTech Campus is to use M2 Metro and
shuttle to campus as follows:
From Taksim
Take M2 Metro Line towards HACIOSMAN
Get off at ITU-AYAZAGA stop
Take the exit WINDOWIST TOWER

As shown in the screenshots, when you exit from the metro station you should see the Windowist Tower.
Walk to “Dereboyu 2” street towards “Bilim” Street.

Shuttles for Maslak 1453 NeoTech Campus stops at the corner of “Bilim” and “Dereboyu 2” streets.
There are also minibuses (usually green color) to Maslak 1453. They also stop at the same corner.
You can take any of them to get to Maslak 1453 NeoTech Campus. The price is 2 Turkish Lira (app. 0.33
Euro)
You can also taxi to campus (it should cost app. 4 Euros)

From Istanbul Airport (The new one on the European side of Istanbul. The old Ataturk Airport is closed
now)
For those of whou would like to come directly from the new Istanbul Airport. You should take SARIYERHACIOSMAN bus and get off at MASLAK İ.T.Ü. REKTÖRLÜĞÜ stop. Then, locate the Windowist
Tower and follow the above instructions.
For bus information: http://hava.ist/en/new-timetables/13
From Sabiha Gokcen Airport (The one on the Asian side of Istanbul)
For those of who would like to come directly from Sabiha Gokcen Airport. You should airport shuttle to
TAKSİM. Then, follow the above instructions.
For shuttle information: http://www.havabus.com/

